
 

Paragraph one:  

I have interesting starting sentence. 

Explain to the reader what the problem is 

Then introduce your invention.  

Paragraph 2: 

Explain how your invention works. 

Paragraph 3: 

Explain how you will get people or cities to by your invention to help save the environment.  

Notice I did not use I once in my paragraphs.  

Mini Cigarette Drone 

Ever wonder were all of those cigarette buds that people throw away go? They end up on 

beaches, oceans, and parks polluting the environment. According to National Geographic there are 

around 6.5 trillion cigarettes purchased ever year that 18 billion a day (National Geographic). In 

addition, cigarettes contain plastic, different heavy metals and harmful chemicals that damage the 

environment (National Geographic). Furthermore, it has been discovered that these discarded 

cigarettes can slow plant growth and are hazardous to animals. How do can the spread of cigarettes be 

stopped? There is a new invention call the mini cigarette drone.  

A mini cigarette drone will revolutionize how cigarettes are discarded. These little robots will be 

programed to fined and eliminate cigarettes. Moreover, they have been installed with high powered 

lasers that can disintegrate the cigarette buds. Secondly, these robots have very sensitive sensors 



allowing them to find the cigarette buds. They also have one more ability to help stop cigarette buds 

from being throw into the streets. For example, they can issue fines to the person that threw the 

cigarette out. Hopefully by charging people they will learn that it is better to discard cigarettes properly. 

Overall, the mini cigarette drone will be an amazing tool in the battle to eliminate cigarettes from being 

tossed into the environment.  

Why invest in the mini cigarette drone? Most of the parts will be made from recycled electronics 

making them cheaper to produce. As well, it will eliminate one of the cigarettes from ocean. According 

to CBC two thirds of the of the 6.5 trillion cigarettes bought end up in the ocean. Furthermore, by 

charging people for throwing away their cigarettes will be in valuable tax revenues. In conclusion, 

investing in the mini cigarette drone will help save the environment and possibly stop people from 

smoking.  


